A fully non-linear approach to global tomography using S-wave arrival times has been implemented using 3-D ray tracing with an iterative linearized inversion scheme. The starting model for the 3-D inversion was the long-wavelength SAW12D model derived from inversion of global waveforms. The traveltime tomography leads to the introduction of smaller-scale structure, and a final model in which small-scale detail exists and can be resolved with a smooth interconnection through long-wavelength structure. The two-point ray tracing was implemented using a 'pseudo-bending' approach for a full spherical 3-D model of the mantle. Generally, the ray paths in the full 3-D model and 1-D reference model are quite close, but the inclusion of a more accurate treatment of the rays improves the resolution of wave speed gradients and the positioning of heterogeneity, particularly near strong variations in wave speed, for example in subduction zones. A further advantage of the use of 3-D ray tracing is that it is possible to undertake resolution tests with fewer approximations.
INTRODUCTION
combining the initial reference model and the cumulative set of perturbations from this model. Global seismic tomography using arrival time data is based
The expense and complexity of 3-D ray tracing have been a on an iterative linearized solution to a non-linear inverse major hurdle to implementation of the full linearized inversion problem. The first step is to conduct an inversion based on to recover 3-D structure. Thus, published global models based ray tracing in the initial reference model (normally a 1-D on arrival time tomographic imaging have been generally model varying only with radius) and generate 3-D structure derived by employing 1-D ray-tracing algorithms (e.g. Fukao for the seismic wave speed as a perturbation to the reference model. Subsequent iterations of the linearized inversion proet al. 1992; van der Hilst et al. 1997; Bijwaard et al. 1998 for P-wave models, and Grand 1994; Grand's model presented in combined with the use of a long-wavelength starting model. Our S wave speed results display higher velocity perturbations Grand et al. 1997; Widiyantoro et al. 1998 for S-wave models). This approach has been justified by invoking Fermat's principle and more focused images than those presented in S98 whilst retaining the main features of these models. The radial spectra for the stability of ray paths with fixed endpoints under small perturbations of structure. It is only recently that iterative of heterogeneity of the models derived from the non-linear inversion, represented by the RMS velocity perturbations as a inversion using 3-D ray tracing has been introduced into global tomography to produce new P-wave models (Bijwaard function of depth, are similar to the spectrum of the longwavelength model (SAW12D) both in shape and amplitude. & Spakman 2000; Gorbatov et al. 1999) .
In this study we use a high-quality data set of the arrival In many parts of the mantle, our results are comparable with earlier results of global as well as regional arrival time and times of S phases from around the globe and carry out an iterative linearized inversion to determine the 3-D variation in waveform tomographic studies. S wave speed with 3-D ray tracing at each iteration. We are thereby able to produce refined models of S wave speed and 2 METHOD to test the extent to which a one-step inversion provides a satisfactory recovery of 3-D structure.
Following van der we have used a cellular representation of mantle structure by discretizing the entire The 3-D ray-tracing algorithm used in this study is based on the work of Koketsu & Sekine (1998) , who extended the mantle using cells with horizontal dimensions of 2°by 2°and with 18 layers down to the core-mantle boundary (Table 1) . pseudo-bending method for two-point ray tracing developed by Um & Thurber (1987) to a spherical earth. We have used
The same parametrization was also employed in S98, and as a result we can directly compare our results with the models the SH model (SAW12D) of Li & Romanowicz (1996) as a starting model for the 3-D ray tracing. The SAW12D model presented in S98.
Much of the tomographic imaging technique employed in is derived from long-period waveforms with a degree 12 spherical harmonic expansion of wave speed, and so shows this study was described by in some detail. Therefore, in the following sections we only briefly present only long-wavelength features (see also Su et al. 1994; Masters et al. 1996) . those aspects of the work which extend the approach used in S98. These steps consist of (1) an application of the 3-D rayThe global 3-D inversions are based on S-phase arrival times, including the addition of SKS information as a means tracing technique; (2) iterative inversion including re-ray tracing in updated 3-D models (note that in our S98 we only employed of improving resolution of structures at the base of the mantle. The work can be regarded as an extension of the work of a one-step linear inversion procedure and 1-D ray tracing); and (3) tests using synthetic data generated by employing 3-D Widiyantoro et al. (1998; hereafter S98) . In that paper, global S wave speed models were presented that had been constructed ray tracing. by an inversion based on:
3-D ray tracing
(1) a global data set of arrival times extensively reprocessed by Engdahl et al. (1998) for the period 1964-1995;
The 3-D ray-tracing algorithm used in this study is the pseudo-(2) the ak135 model developed by Kennett et al. (1995) as bending method for two-point ray tracing originally developed a 1-D reference velocity model, with a standard 1-D ray-tracing by Um & Thurber (1987) . We use the extension by Koketsu technique; and (3) a cut-off in S traveltime residuals from ak135 at ±7.5 s.
In the present work we have extended the treatment to include: Table 1 . Information on the cell layer division used in this study and the corresponding layer-average S-wave velocity of the ak135 model
(1) an updated global data set which includes reprocessing (Kennett et al. 1995). for earthquakes occurring during the period 1964-1998 in addition to those previously presented by Engdahl et al. (1998) & Sekine (1998) to allow for propagation in a spherical earth. The algorithm is based on direct minimization of traveltimes to construct the propagation path with the endpoints at source and receiver fixed, and thus has a computational advantage over ray-tracing techniques such as 'shooting' which have only the source fixed. The SH model (SAW12D) of Li & Romanowicz (1996) derived from the inversion of long-period waveforms has been used as a starting model for the 3-D ray tracing. This model was originally constructed relative to the PREM model of Dziewonski & Anderson (1981) and has only long-wavelength structures. In order to incorporate SAW12D into the inversion scheme, the 3-D wave speed values were re-gridded to conform to our model parametrization by employing cubic spline interpolation. The wave speed perturbations were then constructed relative to the ak135 model so that a common 1-D reference model is employed throughout the inversions.
In Fig. 1 we compare the results of ray tracing in 1-D and 3-D models using the same 3-D ray-tracing procedure. In Fig. 1(a) , we show the results of ray tracing from a shallow event in the Aleutian region to a station in New Zealand through three different models: ak135, SAW12D and SAW12D∞ (in which the perturbations in shear wave speed are amplified by a factor of 10). The ray paths through the ak135 and SAW12D models are very close, and the differences in ray path can just be discerned by comparison with the deliberately exaggerated model SAW12D∞ for which ray bending is more apparent. The ray path through the SAW12D model (middle) bottoms at a slightly shallower depth than the ray path through the ak135 model ( bottom) because of the bending of the ray due to a fast region associated with the subducted slab beneath Tonga and a low-velocity zone in the D∞ layer in the centre of the Pacific in the SAW12D model. The ray bending becomes the fast down-going slab beneath Tonga.
containing the corresponding solution vectors (slowness per-
Progressive model development
turbations from the reference model used for ray tracing and event relocation) is projected by A i onto the data vector dt i of Seismic tomography for the wave speed using arrival time traveltime residuals. As we employ two styles of explicit information can be cast as a non-linear inverse problem, which damping, namely norm and roughness, the equation system is can then be solved by a sequence of linearizations about the augmented by the damping contributions, and (1) becomes current reference model (cf. Nolet 1987) . With a quadratic measure of the misfit between the observed arrival times and those predicted from a model, comprising the 3-D wave speed
distribution and the hypocentral parameters for each of the events, each linearized stage requires the solution of a set of linear equations of the form where I i is the identity matrix and G i is the damping matrix
specifying the gradient smoothing (see Nolet 1987) . Here a i and c i are weights that determine the trade-off between the where, for the ith iteration, the rectangular matrix A i contains ray-segment lengths in each of the cells defined by the model variance reduction of the data and bias; that is, the smoothness in the model and amplitude recovery. These weights are the parametrization and event relocation coefficients (see also . The model vector x i same as those used in S98 and are kept constant for each iteration. Since the matrix A i is rectangular, the equations (2) trade-off between the quality of the results and computation can only be solved in a least-squares sense; we use the iterative time and disk storage. Each global iteration requires the LSQR method of Paige & Saunders (1982) ; that is, a contracing of about 400 000 rays using the 3-D algorithm, which jugate gradient technique which works directly with the linear takes nearly four days on a SUN Ultra 10. equations in the form (2). Nolet (1985) introduced this approach to handling the very large numbers of equations in seismic tomographic inversions and it has commonly been 2.3 3-D resolution tests used since. We will refer to the model obtained by solving (2) In order to assess the reliability of the resulting tomographic as SH-A. In this model the regularization (minimum norm) images, we have conducted a range of resolution tests using a biases the solution, particularly in mantle regions unsampled regular pattern of synthetic anomalies (Fig. 2) . The anomalies by seismic rays, towards the 3-D models used for ray tracing.
were regularly spaced with alternating sign and were assigned This procedure is similar to the approach presented by Karason to alternate layers. We intentionally use impulsive positive and & van der Hilst (1998) for global P-wave models.
negative anomalies in the input model in order to detect more To produce a model that is biased toward the ak135 (1-D) easily the directions in which there may be poor resolution or model, we need to modify (2) slightly by including an additional smearing (cf. Spakman 1991). We traced rays using the 3-D term on the right-hand side:
ray-tracing technique through the synthetic input 3-D chequerboard model and used the same data set as used in the real data inversion. The inversion procedure ( biased towards the
(3) ak135 model ) also followed the treatment for the real data, once again starting from the SAW12D model and with three global iterations. In addition we have undertaken tests to help assess vertical For the first iteration x 0 is the slowness perturbation vector resolution: in these we employ the model SH-A obtained from constructed from the SAW12D model (i.e. the difference from the 3-D inversion, but set the deviations from the reference the ak135 model). The model obtained by solving (3) will be model to zero in alternate layers, ray trace and undertake an referred to as the SH-B model. inversion (cf. Bijwaard et al. 1998; , and then The solution of the non-linear inverse problem for the 3-D undertake further inversions. The extent to which perturbations wave speed distribution thus contains a double iteration. The appear in those layers where they were not originally present main iterative development is the progressive refinement of the provides a measure of the vertical smearing induced in the slowness and event relocation vector x i , which we refer to as tomographic imaging. In order to investigate the way in which a 'global' iteration. As in the S98 inversion we have damped random errors, which are likely to be contained in the reported the event relocation coefficients heavily, with the result that the phase data, are mapped into the inversion we also conducted event locations have been forced to be essentially the same as test inversions by adding simulated data errors, namely a those of Engdahl et al. (1998) in each of the global iterations.
Gaussian probability distribution with variance 2.25 s2 and As we are working with S-wave data we do not have access to zero mean, to the calculated traveltime residuals. We have the most significant phases for earthquake location, and furthercompared the recovery obtained from inversions of synthetic more, as is common in global tomography, the relocation data with and without artificial random errors and find that vectors have been calculated for event clusters (not for single the influence of the random noise does not introduce a serious earthquakes); see Bijwaard & Spakman (2000) . For each of bias (see also, for example, Kennett et al. 1998) . the global iterations we employ the iterative LSQR method Our resolution tests are necessarily incomplete, since we do and will refer to the iterative stages of the numerical solution not simulate accurately the effect of data errors and mislocation of the linear equations as 'local' iterations. At each linearization of earthquake hypocentres, and the test inversions are constage we have carried out 100 local iterations to make sure that ducted using the same theoretical assumptions as employed in the solution converges well, although in general the solution the inversion of real data. We therefore need to be cautious converges after 30 iterations. The global iterations require with the interpretation of the results of the tests. However, significant computation time as well as disk storage because despite the shortcomings of the techniques employed to assess of the need to trace hundreds of thousands of rays in each the images, the results of the resolution tests confirm that 3-D model for each step of the global inversion.
major observed structures in those mantle regions well sampled Fortunately, the global iteration of the linearized inversions by seismic rays are retrievable by the data used in the inversion. converges much more rapidly than the local iterative solution Shallow structures underneath the oceans cannot be recovered of the linear equations. The results of tests using synthetic data due to lack of data coverage. presented in the next subsection suggest that the pattern and Fig. 2 depicts the results of the chequerboard test conducted amplitude of an input model are already largely recovered by adding artificial structure in even-numbered layers, and after one global iteration. From the first to the second global indicates the good resolution attainable where the source iteration, the heterogeneity becomes more spatially concenand receiver distribution is favourable. However, for much of trated and an increase in the perturbation amplitude is the globe it is difficult to provide constraints on S wave speed observed. The model then becomes stable and changes are structure from the data reported to international agencies. Our very small in subsequent global iterations.
results on vertical resolution are presented below, along with In this paper, we present the inversion results obtained after a discussion of vertical cross-sections through the 3-D wave conducting three global iterations. This number of iterations is not arbitrary but chosen to be optimum in terms of the speed models. the SKS data are associated with SV wave propagation, and 3 DATA so there may be some discordance with the SH observations The arrival times for S and SKS phases, and the earthquake from distant S. The results of S98 suggest that such differences hypocentres used in this study were taken from a global data are limited in extent, and confined to regions of known set extensively reprocessed by Engdahl et al. (1998) and complexity near the core-mantle boundary. supplemented by more recent events. The augmented data set As in S98, we have constructed summary rays based on (15 per cent larger than that presented by Engdahl et al. 1998) event clusters in a 1°by 1°by 50 km volume and station has been produced by careful relocation of almost 100 000 clusters in a 1°by 1°region. In this way, we end up with events that occurred between 1964 and 1998, recorded at 418 062 summary rays (including 28 355 SKS data). This nearly 6000 globally distributed seismographic stations, using represents more than 70 000 additional summary rays coma non-linear scheme and the radially stratified ak135 velocity pared with S98. The number of linear equations is controlled model developed by Kennett et al. (1995) , which was based by the number of summary rays and is significantly larger in part on SKS data. The events used are well constrained than the number of unknowns, which is 328 584. There are by teleseismic arrival time data reported to international data 291 600 slowness parameters describing the 3-D model and agencies. The procedure employed by Engdahl et al. (1998) 36 984 event relocation parameters described in the previous removes a major component of the variance in the original data subsection. set and thereby has an immediate benefit for high-resolution tomographic studies.
The initial model we have employed for 3-D ray tracing is derived entirely from SH data, and it is likely that the arrival 4 ASPHERICAL VARIATIONS IN SHEAR time information for the S phase, particularly at larger WAVE SPEED distances, also represents SH. However, the coverage of the In this section we present displays of the 3-D wave speed lower mantle by the S ray paths available beyond the S/SKS models SAW12D, SH-A and SH-B as perturbations from the cross-over is rather limited. Thus, to improve sampling in the ak135 model. We will show the results in common layer slices lowermost mantle we have conducted a separate inversion by so that the models can be directly compared. The structures including core phase data. In a similar approach to S98, we in the well-constrained portions of model SH-B should also use S-wave arrivals for all distances but also follow the first appear in model SH-A. In contrast, where there is limited arrival with an S-wave character and include data associated with the SKS phase from 84°out to 118°. We recognize that resolution the model SH-A should resemble SAW12D.
original long-wavelength SAW12D model. There is a slow spot 4.1 Layer anomaly maps in the S wave speed beneath northwest India that is consistent with the high-resolution regional P-wave tomographic images In the upper mantle (Fig. 3) , we are able to use arrival time information to add detail to the 3-D base model SAW12D.
presented by , who suggested that this slow anomaly may represent a seismic signature of Thus the SH-A model shows improved resolution of the subduction zones in the western Pacific and south America.
the Deccan plume. For the lower mantle, we present results for the same layers For instance, the fast anomaly along the Himalaya and the fast slab parallel to the Tonga trench, which cannot be resolved as were displayed in S98. We have used the same style of map projection and perturbation scales in order to aid comparison. by the waveform data used in the construction of SAW12D, are imaged very well by the arrival time information. Notice  Fig. 4 depicts the shear heterogeneity patterns in the midmantle (1200-1400 km), where the sampling by seismic rays is also some interesting lower-velocity zones retrieved by the arrival time data, for example the slow region in western at its best. This layer gives the best recovery in the chequerboard test, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . The major structures in this Europe which is in contrast with the fast shield beneath eastern Europe. This is in excellent agreement with the result of depth range are two long and relatively narrow high-wavespeed anomalies beneath the southern margin of Eurasia and the regional S waveform study by Zielhuis & Nolet (1994) . This sharp contrast between velocity regions with wavespeeds the Americas (Figs 4b and c) . These anomalies, referred to as the Tethys and Farallon anomalies, have been observed by slower and higher than the reference is not represented in the earlier high-resolution global tomographic studies, for example using P-wave arrival time data Bijwaard et al. 1998 ) and S-wave arrival time data (Grand et al. 1997; Widiyantoro et al. 1998) . The global joint tomographic inversion of P and S arrival time data by Kennett et al. (1998) for shear and bulk-sound speeds also clearly reveals such long, narrow features, in particular in the shear variation. These two structures are rather less focused and have a muted presence in the bulk-sound variation .
Comparison of Figs 4(b) and (c) indicates that both these features lie in regions with good resolution, as reflected by the close similarity of the features in the SH-A and SH-B models. On the other hand, structures in the mantle regions beneath Africa and the Pacific region seem to be less well resolved, as the amplitude of slow anomalies beneath these regions is significantly lowered in the SH-B model, but not in the SH-A model, which is in agreement with the results from the chequerboard test (Fig. 2c) . The nature of the images of the SH-A and SH-B models indicate that the connection of the deep slab beneath Indonesia to the Tethys slab is less pronounced than has been suggested in the previous studies. However, these wave speed features are more pronounced in the layers above this depth range, indicating that the deep slab beneath Indonesia forms the eastern end of the Tethys slab (Widiyantoro & van der Hilst 1996 , 1997 .
At greater depth (2000-2200 km, Fig. 5 ), the two long, narrow slabs (Tethys and Farallon) become less organized. On the other hand, a pronounced fast anomaly is present beneath far-east Asia, which is absent in the shallower depth range presented above. This fast anomaly seems to be continuous down to the D◊ layer, but its connection to the slab in the upper mantle is enigmatic. van der and van der Voo et al. (1999) suggested that some slab fragments beneath this region are continuous from the Earth's surface down to the base of the mantle. Fukao et al. (1998) , however, show that these apparently continuous slabs have significantly different amplitudes of wave speed perturbation between the sections in the upper mantle and the corresponding ones in the lower mantle, as also seen in the present results. The size of the perturbations is significantly reduced as the down-going slabs pass the 660-km discontinuity. 
Inclusion of SKS data
As a means of improving ray-path sampling, particularly in and the central Pacific, which are very pronounced in the the D◊ layer, we have incorporated the SKS information from SAW12D model (see Figs 6a and b; see also Fig. 6c in S98 ). 84°out to 118°with the S data. The distance cut-off is larger
The geographical location of the strong low-velocity feature than that used in S98 (i.e. 105°) and is somewhat arbitrary, beneath the Pacific partly coincides with the region where a but has been chosen to minimize vertical smearing and avoid thin laterally varying ultra low-velocity layer at the base of any plausible complications related to inner-core structures.
the mantle was reported (Garnero & Helmberger 1998) . Fig. 6 displays (a) the long-wavelength SAW12D model, (b) the We have, in addition, reworked the S98 inversion with the SH-B model, and (c) the model resulting from the inclusion of improved S data sets, using the same inversion parameters as the core-phase data (referred to as S+SKS). The S+SKS employed for S+SKS so as to provide a direct comparison model was produced by using a weighting towards the ak135 in which we can explicitly examine the effects of 3-D ray reference models, employing eq. (3) as used for the SH-B tracing. The refined S98 model is designated S+SKS(1D), model. The model from the non-linear inversion is in general and three anomaly maps for layers in the lower mantle are agreement with our previous model presented in S98. Some shown in Fig. 7 . These wave speed images should be compared features added by the SKS data are, for example, the two fast with Figs 4(c,) 5(c) and 6(c), where iterative inversion with 3-D slabs extending nearly north-south beneath the north American ray tracing has been used. We can see that in general the and northeastern Pacific regions (Fig. 6c) . These structures anomaly patterns are similar, but where 3-D ray tracing has are less well resolved compared to the added structures been used the structures are more focused, as for example for beneath eastern Eurasia, but intriguingly agree with the longthe Tethys and Farallon slabs near 1300 km depth. Furthermore, wavelength model shown in Fig. 6(a) . There are hints provided the amplitude of wave speed variation is enhanced as a result by the information from the S-wave arrival time data set that, of the global iteration with retracing of the rays in the 3-D models. for example, there exist low-velocity anomalies beneath Africa As noted in S98, the inclusion of the core-phase data (SKS) increases the resolution and amplitude of perturbations in the lower part of the mantle quite significantly. However, despite tomography (van der Hilst 1995; ; this is probably due to the fact that deflected slabs in the the inclusion of the SKS data, structures in the lowermost mantle (in particular beneath the southern hemisphere) are transition zone are bulk-sound speed structures rather than shear features . still the most poorly retrieved.
The difference in the slab morphology in this region can be explained by a trench retreat history (van der Hilst 1995).
Vertical cross-sections
We conducted a set of hypothetical tests by using modifications of the SH-A model as an input model to compute Examples of vertical cross-sections through our new S models are shown in Figs 8 and 9. These cross-sections depict the synthetic data for inversion. We have set the odd-numbered layers in the SH-A model to zero perturbation in the input images of the subducted slabs beneath the Tonga region (Fig. 8 ) and the Kermadec region (Fig. 9) . The down-going as a means of investigating possible vertical smearing (see Bijwaard et al. 1998) . Full 3-D ray tracing was carried out slab beneath Tonga forms a kink in the slab, while it directly penetrates into the lower mantle (without a change in the with this model to generate arrival time data, and then the inversion was conducted as described above. The results of slope) beneath Kermadec. These results show good agreement with high-resolution regional and global P-wave tomography these tests are shown in Figs 8(e) and (f ) and 9(e) and (f ), and indicate that the subducted slabs are retrievable by the path by van der Hilst (1995) and . Note that the deflected slab above the 660 km discontinuity beneath coverage used in the inversion. Notice that some smearing is observed. Tonga is not as pronounced as revealed by the P-wave 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
However, where path coverage exists we are able to introduce such features as the low-velocity anomaly underneath Hawaii, We have presented images of our new global models of S wave speed derived by a non-linear inversion of arrival time data which was minimized in SAW12D because of the restriction to spherical harmonic degree 12 (Li & Romanowicz 1996) . using 3-D ray tracing and progressive model development. The three models, SH-A, SH-B and S+SKS, have about the We have made a relaxation of the cut-off in S traveltime residuals in order to consider strong anomalies in the mantle, same variance reduction of 48 per cent (relative to the data set corrected for the SAW12D model), achieved after three global for example a very strong slow anomaly in the deep mantle beneath Africa as reported in the S model carefully produced by iterations. The variance reduction obtained in the earlier study (S98) with a single step inversion and 1-D ray tracing, namely Grand (see Grand et al. 1997) . However, this pronounced anomaly does not appear that strongly in our new models 33 per cent (relative to the original data set), has been increased to 40 per cent for S+SKS(1D), which was constructed using because there are not many crossing ray paths available through this zone. Only about 5 per cent of the total number the same procedure and damping parameters as employed in S98. This indicates that the data set updated by Engdahl et al. of data used in the inversions have absolute traveltime residuals between 10.0 and 15.0 s. The progressive linearization pro-(1998) is significantly improved in quality. Furthermore, the inclusion of iterative inversion and 3-D ray tracing has been cedure with ray tracing in the updated 3-D models used in this paper should minimize the difficulties associated with considerably beneficial in optimizing the variance reduction.
Our new results are in good general agreement with earlier large outliers. We have also extended the S wave speed model by models, but show more focused images. The model SH-A combines both arrival time and waveform information to incorporating SKS data to achieve greater path coverage, but this extension may create another concern, namely vertical provide a new style in which short-wavelength structure appears where it can be resolved but otherwise the longsmearing as rays associated with the core-phase data with large distances have rather steep take-off angles. We have wavelength features of the SAW12D starting model are preserved. In the upper mantle, models derived from arrival therefore applied a distance cut-off at 118°so as to remain in the range for which the ak135 reference model provides a good time data inversions suffer from inadequate path coverage, in particular beneath the oceans, and so the oceanic regions are representation of SKS (at larger distances, SKS is often difficult to pick). The effect of introducing the SKS data is that the tracing [S98 as well as S+SKS (1D)]. This increase in the amplitude of wave speed variation arises in large part from amplitude of velocity deviations from the ak135 model significantly increases, especially in the lowermost mantle (see Figs the use of the 3-D model (SAW12D) as the starting point, since the amplitude of the wave speed perturbations in this long6b and c), in agreement with our previous result presented in S98. It would also appear that the relaxation of the residual wavelength global model represented by spherical harmonics is significantly larger than in the higher-resolution images cut-off employed in this study has somewhat increased the amplitude of the velocity deviations.
derived from traveltime data alone. The discrepancy between the two classes of tomographic models may be related to the The RMS variations as a function of depth for the five models, SAW12D, SH-A, SH-B, S+SKS and S+SKS(1D), nature (frequency) as well as the quality of the data, and differences in inversion parameters and procedures (see Boschi are shown in Fig. 10 . They display a sharp decrease in amplitude in the upper mantle with increasing depth, followed by & Dziewonski 1998 ).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the successful applia moderate decrease through the transition zone down to 660 km, a fairly constant character to a depth of around cation of the 3-D ray-tracing technique to S-wave global tomography with the 3-D long-wavelength (SAW12D) model 1100 km, a relatively steady or flat pattern between 1250 and 2500 km depth, and a sharp increase in the D◊ layer. These as the starting model. The implementation of the 3-D ray tracing allows a full non-linear inversion with updated ray tracing in patterns are in good agreement with the presence of strong mantle heterogeneities in the upper mantle and the base of the sequence of 3-D models to obtain a 'final' model via a sequence of linearized inversions. Furthermore, the use of 3-D the mantle. The consistency of behaviour with only a weak decrease in amplitude with increasing depth from 400 to 1100 km ray tracing provides an important tool for tomographic investigations on regional and local scales in which fairly small cell depth indicates that the mantle transition region extends much deeper than the 660 km discontinuity, as suggested by Bullen sizes are usually used, and so it is even more important to take ray bending into account. Even though the final solutions (1963) and discussed in detail by Fukao et al. (1998) ; see also van der Hilst & Karason (1999) . The inclusion of SKS data are similar to those obtained in a one-pass inversion with 1-D ray tracing [e.g. S98 and S+SKS(1D)], the use of 3-D ray amplifies the amplitude of wave speed variations at the base of the mantle as previously seen in the results of S98 and tracing is to be preferred since it allows improved placing of velocity gradients and strong wave speed anomalies. S+SKS(1D). Intriguingly, the amplitude of the SH-A model in the transition zone including the traveltime information is These ray tracing and inversion codes have been applied to global P-wave data augmented by Russian data to produce a significantly larger than the amplitude of SAW12D. The amplitudes of the SH-B and S+SKS models are larger than those new P-wave model and discuss the subduction history in the northwest Pacific in detail (Gorbatov et al. 1999) . of the models derived using a one-step inversion and 1-D ray
